
	
 

  

 
    

      

   
    

      

  
            

    
 

                   
             

 
      
   

    
  

       
         

  
    
             
              

           
             

            
           

        
           

NYU Los Angeles 
Today was a Good Day: LA Music from 
Central Avenue to the Hollywood Bowl 

IDSEM-UG 9651 LA1 
Remote Synchronous / In-Person Pending 

Pacific Standard Time / Pacific Daylight Time 

Fall 2020 
Please contact the site academic staff (Lena Parodi, lp1245@nyu.edu) if you have trouble 
accessing the NYU Classes site. 

If you are attending in person, you will be assigned a seat on the first day and are expected to 
use that seat for the entire semester due to NYU COVID-19 safety protocol. 

Instructor Information 
• Dr. Rebecca Lee Johnson (she/her) 
• Office Hours: Thursdays, 4:15-5:15pm 

o Zoom Link: https://nyu.zoom.us/j/96151314892 
• Email: rljohnson@nyu.edu 

○ *Emails that require easily answerable responses will receive responses within 
24 hours. For all others, please allow two business days. 

Course Information 
• IDSEM-UG 9651 LA1 
• Today was a good day: LA Music from Central Avenue to the Hollywood Bowl 
• Course Description: How does music reflect a place, a time and a people? This course 

will be an investigation into today’s music scene(s) in LA and how they evolved 
historically. From the Chicano legacy built in to Ritchie Valens’ La Bamba to the 
influential sound of NWA to Kendrick Lamar, and the rich histories of 60s and 70s pop 
music and later to California punk and beyond, the musical genres and styles will be 
treated as cultural signifiers and ways to access histories of migration, labor, civil rights 
and the marketplace. Films may include The Decline of Western Civilization, A Star Is 
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Born, Straight Outta Compton, Wattstax, Laurel Canyon, Los Punks, The Wrecking 
Crew, Amazing Grace. 

• Prerequisite: None 
• Class meeting days and times: Tuesday/Thursday, 3-4:15pm 

○ Zoom link for remote classes: https://nyu.zoom.us/j/99107576872 
○ In-person (pending – date TBA) room number: Suite 405, Rm1 

• Academic calendar: https://www.nyu.edu/los-angeles/calendar.html 

Course Overview and Goals 

Upon Completion of this Course, students will be able to: 
• Know how to critically think about and explain the role of music in relation to Los Angeles 

as a place, identity, community, history, performance, authenticity, memory and affect 
• Critically assess the relationship between music and key socio-political events 

throughout the history of LA 
• Understand the dynamics between music scenes and communities, industry/the market, 

technology and other media (radio, film, television) 
• Reflect on the role of music in your life while living in LA 

Course Requirements 

Class Participation 
You are expected to attend class remote synchronously. Your active participation in class and 
attendance will be reflected in this part of the course requirements. Students are required to do 
all readings and watch/listen to any assigned videos or audio content before class. You are 
expected to come to class prepared, on time, and ready to actively participate and make 
informed contributions. Merely joining a Zoom session or filling a seat does not constitute 
participation. That being said, it is understood that you may have differing levels of comfort with 
various modes of participation. Ways of participating and demonstrating engagement include 
(but are not limited to) speaking in larger class discussions or small group discussions, actively 
participating in in-class activities/exercises and non-verbal classwork (ex. writing assignments, 
digital collaboration), and actions such as emailing the Professor your thoughts on readings, 
class content and/or other material related to the course that you may encounter outside of 
class. 

Listening Club 
Each student will select a song related to the readings of the week. You will briefly introduce the 
song, and explain how it ties in with the reading and why you selected it. After listening to the 
song, the class will discuss their thoughts, as an entry point into the material. A 1-2page write-
up expanding upon your brief oral introduction must be submitted to the Professor; your write-up 
should address your personal relationship to the song and/or artist (What does it make you feel? 
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Do you like/dislike/connect to the song, and why? Why pick this song and not others?) and 
discuss the song in relation to key themes explored in the class and readings (ex. identity, 
performance, authenticity, memory, industry, place/Los Angeles, social, political and cultural 
histories and issues). 

L.A. Excursion 
During the semester you will be asked to venture into LA, to think about and directly experience 
the city’s music. Hike/drive/go to the hills above LA (Hollywood, Griffith Observatory, Elysian 
Park) and listen to the music of Laurel Canyon. Travel down the Sunset Strip, going from venue 
to venue. Attend a live music concert (pandemic permitting). Take photos and/or video on your 
excursion. In a 2-4page essay, discuss your experience, the music you listened to, and the 
geographical setting of LA, and submit photos/videos alongside your text. Reference at least 
one reading. 

Weekly Reading Journal 
Brief posts about the reading and musical examples of the week. Students should include one 
question they have about the material. Weekly journals will not be due when there are other 
writing assignments due. 

Midterm Paper 
The readings in the first half of the semester present a complex view of LA music as 
characterized by both a harmonic vision of Los Angeles/exchange/spatial collectiveness and 
turbulence/clashes/civil unrest. Using at least two readings from the syllabus and at least two 
music examples we have studied, discuss these dynamics in a 5-7page paper. Which do you 
think most defines this period? How has the music of Los Angeles acted as communication, in 
terms of identity, community and intercultural relations? What is the connection between 
migration (of people and of sounds) and LA music? What is the relationship between the 
government and its agents and music in LA’s history? How have culture and industry 
interacted? 

Final Project - L.A. Playlist 
If you had an afternoon to drive around Los Angeles, what would your playlist sound like? What 
would your map of LA look like, what streets, communities, labels, studios, and venues reflected 
in your chosen songs? Through a playlist of 5-8 songs and accompanying 6-8page paper, tell a 
story about the music of Los Angeles and construct an argument based on at least one of the 
core themes we have explored this semester. This is both a creative project and a rigorous, 
critical writing assignment—what key issues, themes and music discussed this semester piqued 
your interest? How do you understand the linkages between music and place? What does each 
song you included contribute to your playlist and how does each song relate to Los Angeles? As 
Josh Kun states, “Is it the place that creates the music, or the music that creates the place?” 
Selected songs must be by Los Angeles artists, about Los Angeles, recorded in Los Angeles, or 
otherwise be significant to Los Angeles. As a creative assignment you are permitted to devise a 
multimedia-based project beyond the “paper plus playlist” format, as long as you meet all 
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assignment requirements and receive Professor approval. Otherwise, playlists must be digital 
and created on YouTube, Spotify, or Apple Music, with a link provided (alternative platforms 
must have approval from the Professor). 

Assignment Guidelines 
All papers should be typed, double spaced with one-inch margins, in a reasonable font and 
size (12pt), paginated, and checked for grammar and spelling. All references to readings 
and sources must include in-text citations (with page numbers), and a works cited page. 
Citations must be within a consistent style (such as APA, MLA, Chicago; your choice as to 
which). All papers should be submitted electronically. A .doc or .docx format is preferred so 
comments can be made in Track Changes. 

Answers to course papers must provide a developed argument with a clearly stated thesis, 
supported by evidence (from course texts or otherwise). Listening Club and L.A. Excursion 
papers will include personal reflection, which must be situated in an academically rigorous 
approach to the assignment. Grades will be based on the strength, clarity and organization of 
arguments and writing, and your ability to support your claims through explanation, example and 
evidence. An A paper is considered ‘excellent,’ will surpass the basic requirements of the 
assignment, and writing, argumentation, organization and evidence use will be clear, concise 
and artful. A B paper is considered ‘good,’ will fulfill the basic requirements of the assignment, 
have competent writing, argumentation, organization and evidence use, but may be general, 
vague or lacking in the aforementioned components, as well as in explanations, analysis and 
detail. A C paper will be ‘satisfactory’ or ‘adequate,’ will fulfill most of the requirements, be 
somewhat competent in in key assignment components, but will lack intellectual rigor, may be 
incomplete or incorrect at times, and writing may contain errors, lack of organization and clarity. 
A D paper will be ‘unsatisfactory,’ will not meet the majority of the requirements of the 
assignment, will be lacking in key components and contain errors (whether in form, writing, 
content or otherwise), though it may contain some promise. 

Wildcard Extension Policy: During the semester you are allowed one 48hour extension, no 
explanation necessary (this policy does not apply to the Final Project). Notify the Professor as 
soon as you are aware you want to take this extension. 

Grading of Assignments 

The grade for this course will be determined according to the following formula: 

Assignments/Activities % of Final Grade 

Class participation [15%] 

Listening Club [10%] 
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LA Excursion [15%] 

Weekly Reading Journal [10%] 

Midterm Paper [20%] 

Final Paper [30%] 

Letter Grades 

Letter grades for the entire course will be assigned as follows: 

Letter Grade Points Percent 

A 4.00 94-100 

A- 3.67 90-93 

B+ 3.33 87-89 

B 3.00 84-86 

B- 2.67 80-83 

C+ 2.33 77-79 

C 2.00 74-76 

C- 1.67 70-73 

D+ 1.33 67-69 

D 1.00 65-66 

F .00 Below 65 

View Grades 
Grades will be available on the NYU Classes site. 
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Course Schedule 
Note: Each week on the course schedule will have an accompanying “Playlist of the Week,” and 
many will have an associated film (some of which will be required viewing). Links to playlists 
and information on where to watch films can be found on NYU Classes. 

Topics and Assignments 
This schedule is subject to change, with adequate notice. Zoom links and all other course 
information/materials can be found on NYU Classes. 

Week/
Date Topic Reading Assignment

Due 

Week 1 
9/3/20 Introduction 

• Kun, Josh. (2012). Sonic turbulence: A 
thirty-year timeline of LA music. Boom, 
2(4), 68-78. 
https://online.ucpress.edu/boom/article/2/4/ 
68/106494/Sonic-TurbulenceA-thirty-year-
timeline-of-LA-music 

• Grierson, Tim. (2009). L.A. Story. Los 
Angeles Times. 
https://www.latimes.com/la-mag-
june072009-la-music-history-story.html 

TUESDAY 
• Frith, Simon. (1996). Music and Identity. In 

S. Hall & P. Du Gay (Eds.), Questions of 
cultural identity. Sage. 

• Adorno, Theodor. (1941). On Popular 
Music I. The musical material. Studies in 
philosophy and social science. 

• Eyerman, Ron. & Jamison, Andrew. 

Week 2 
9/8/20 

Popular Music, 
Place, Identity, 
Community and 
Los Angeles 

(1998). Structures of feeling and cognitive 
praxis. In Music and social movements: 
Mobilizing traditions in the twentieth 
century. Cambridge University Press. 

• Supplemental Reading: 
1st weekly 
reading 

9/10/20 

Playlist of the 
Week: TBA 

o Horner, B. & Swiss, T. (Eds.) (1999). 
Key terms in popular music and 
culture. Blackwell Publishers. 

• Kruse, Holly. Gender. 

journal due 

• Potter, Russel A. Race 
o Frith, Simon. (1992). The 

Industrialization of Popular Music. In 
Lull, J. Popular Music and 
Communication. Sage. 

o DeNora, Tia. Music as a technology 
of self. In Music in Everyday Life. 
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THURSDAY 
• Connell, John, & Gibson, Chris. (2003). 

Into the Music. In Sound tracks: Popular 
music, identity, and place (pp. 1–18). 
Routledge. 

• Lipsitz, George. (1997). Kalfou Danjere. In 
Dangerous crossroads: Popular music, 
postmodernism and the poetics of place 
(pp. 3–21). Verso. 

• Kun, Josh. (2015). Los Angeles is Singing. 
In P. Wakida (Ed.), LAttitudes: An 
Angeleno's Atlas. Heyday. 

Songs in the 
Key of LA: 
Imagining and 
Building Los 
Angeles 

To Watch 
(required): 
Songs in the 
Key of L.A.: The 

TUESDAY 
• Kun, Josh. Songs in the Key of L.A. In J. 

Kun (Ed.), Songs in the Key of L.A (pp. 45-
93). Angel City Press. 

• Supplemental Reading: 
o Frith, Simon. (1996). Songs as texts. 

In Performing Rites. Harvard 
University Press. 

THURSDAY 
• Dailey, Victoria. Los Angeles in Tune. In J. 

Week 3 
9/15/20 
9/17/20 

Bedrock 
Sessions -
Aloe Blacc 
https://www.kce 

Kun (Ed.), Songs in the Key of L.A. Angel 
City Press. 
http://victoriadailey.com/articles/los-
angeles-in-tune/ 

t.org/shows/artb 
ound/songs-in-
the-key-of-los-
angeles-aloe-
blacc 

La Santa 
Cecilia 
https://www.you 
tube.com/watch 
?v=lEktQivIR2E 

• Masters, Nathan. (June 23, 2011). From 
Daisy Dell to the Hollywood Bowl, a little 
musical history for summer. KCET. 
https://www.kcet.org/shows/lost-la/from-
daisy-dell-to-the-hollywood-bowl-a-little-
musical-history-for-summer 

• Kronenburg, Robert. (2019). Introduction: 
Popular music, architecture and the home. 
In This must be the place: An architectural 
history of popular music performance 
venues. Bloomsbury. 

Rotary 
Perception: 
Jazz Along 

TUESDAY 
• Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem. (2020). Kareem Abdul-

Jabbar: Remembering Central Avenue, L.A.’s 

Week 4 
9/22/20 
9/24/20 

Central Avenue 
and Beyond 

To Watch: 
Central Avenue 
Jazz Festival, 

jazz oasis. Los Angeles Times. 
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/20 
20-07-18/central-avenue-los-angeles-jazz 

• Isoardi, Steven L. (2006). Ballad for 
Samuel: The Legacy of Central Avenue 
and the 1950s Avant-Garde in Los 
Angeles. In The Dark Tree: Jazz and 
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"The Sound of Community Arts in Los Angeles (pp. 18-
Central Avenue, 40). University of California Press. 
Then and Now" • Macias, Anthony F. (2008). Mojo in motion: 
Part 2 The swing era. In Mexican American mojo: 
https://www.you Popular music, dance, and urban culture in 
tube.com/watch Los Angeles, 1935-1968 (pp. 12-61). Duke 
?v=4p3ZES- University Press. 
zs40 • Supplemental Reading: 

o Szwed, John F. (2000). 
Playlist of the Improvisation, Composition, and 
Week: City Arranging. In Jazz 101 (pp. 43-52). 
Soundscapes: Hyperion. 
Los Angeles o Meares, Hadley. (2018). Mapping the 
https://www.jazz jazz clubs that made Central Avenue 
.org/blog/playlist swing. Curbed Los Angeles. 
-city- https://la.curbed.com/maps/central-
soundscapes- avenue-history-jazz 
los-angeles/ 

THURSDAY 
• Mingus, Charles (1971). Beneath the 

Underdog. Random House. 
o Read: Chapters 8-9 (p. 61-70), 

Chapter 21 (p. 185-192), Chapter 38 
(p. 348-354) 

• Liston, Melba. (1998). Melba Liston. In 
Central Avenue Sounds: Jazz in Los 
Angeles (pp. 255-260). University of 
California Press. 

• Stein, Danica L. (1998). Clora Bryant: 
Gender Issues in the Career of a West 
Coast Jazz Musician. In J. C. DjeDje & E. 
S. Meadows (Eds.), California Soul: Music 
of African Americans in the West (pp. 277-
293). University of California Press. 

• Supplemental Reading: 
o Tucker, Sherrie. (2000). Introduction. 

In Swing shift: “All-girl” bands of the 
1940s (pp. 1-29). Duke University 
Press. 

Week 5 
9/29/20 
10/1/20 

From Lalo 
Guerrero to 
Ritchie Valens: 
R&B and Rock 
and Roll in 
Postwar Los 
Angeles 

TUESDAY 
• Kun, Josh. (2017). Introduction: The Tide 

Was Always High. In J. Kun (Ed.), The 
Tide Was Always High. University of 
California Press. 

• Macias, Anthony F. (2008). Boogie Woogie 
Breakthrough: The Rhythm and Blues Era. 
In Mexican American mojo: Popular music, 
dance, and urban culture in Los Angeles, 
1935-1968. Duke University Press. 
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Playlist of the • Supplemental Reading: 
Week: o Johnson, Gaye Theresa. (2013). 
Two Boogies - Spatial Entitlement: Race, 
Hadda Brooks Displacement, and Sonic 
https://www.you Reclamation in Postwar Los Angeles. 
tube.com/watch In Spaces of conflict, sounds of 
?v=JU429Q_cg solidarity: Music, race, and spatial 
8Y entitlement in Los Angeles (pp. 48– 
Lalo Guerrero 84). University of California Press. 
https://www.you 
tube.com/watch THURSDAY 
?v=URBKVkaO • Macias, Anthony F. (2008). Come On, 
oY0 Let’s Go: The Rock and Roll Era. In 

Mexican American mojo: Popular music, 
Mark Guerrero, dance, and urban culture in Los Angeles, 
“Eastside 1935-1968. Duke University Press. 
Sound” The • Del Barco, Mandalit (November 29, 2018). 
1960's The Story Of 'Whittier Blvd.,' A Song and 
https://www.dub Place Where Latino Youth Found Each 
lab.com/archive Other. NPR. 
/mark-guerrero- https://www.npr.org/2018/11/29/67168809 
eastside-sound- 6/the-story-of-whittier-blvd-a-song-and-
the-1960s-07- place-where-latino-youth-found-each-other 
15-13/ 

Say It Loud, I’m 
Black and I’m 
Proud: The 
Watts Uprising 
and Amazing 
Grace 

To Watch: 
Wattstax 

TUESDAY 
• Horne, Gerald (1997). Fire this Time: The 

Watts Uprising and the 1960s. University 
of Virginia Press. 
o Read: Introduction (p. 3-22), Toward 

Understanding (p. 23-42) 
• Isoardi, Steven L. (2006). The Giant is 

Awakened: The Watts Uprising and 
Cultural Resurgence. In The Dark Tree: 
Jazz and Community Arts in Los Angeles 

Week 6 
10/6/20 
10/8/20 

(required), 
Amazing Grace, 
How Sweet The 
Sound: Gospel 

(pp. 65-88). University of California Press. 
• Arnold, Gina. (2015). ‘As real as real can 

get’: Race, representation and rhetoric at 
Wattstax, 1972. In The Pop Festival: 

Music in Los 
Angeles 
(CAAM), 
https://www.you 
tube.com/watch 
?v=3wJlTKyDFz 
o 

Playlist of the 
Week: 

History, Music, Media, Culture. 
Bloomsbury. 

• Ward, Brian. (1998) “Get up, get into it, get 
involved”: black music, black protest and 
the black power movement. In Just My 
Soul Responding: Rhythm and Blues, 
Black Consciousness and Race Relations. 
Routledge. 
o Sections: James Brown, Aretha 

Franklin and Wattstax 
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Amazing Grace 
https://www.you THURSDAY 
tube.com/watch • Reiff, Corbin. (2018). Aretha Franklin's 
?v=xiChwl_zHi 1972 Live Album 'Amazing Grace' 
U&list=PLmXxq Captured The Queen at the Height of Her 
SJJq- Powers. Billboard. 
yV1RlaoFulbUP https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/ 
qnomCSvVXD pop/8470620/aretha-franklin-amazing-

grace-live-best-album 
Wattstax • Walker, Daniel E. (2019). The Roots and 
https://www.you Growth of Gospel Music in Los Angeles: A 
tube.com/watch Timeline. PBS Socal. 
?v=9hA2BPh7Z https://www.pbssocal.org/kcet-
6g&list=PL79xK originals/the-roots-and-growth-of-gospel-
-VVZpsmE8- music-in-los-angeles-a-timeline/ 
3PNu8WMCp8- • Supplemental Reading: 
CdQpaAK o Maultsby, Portia K. (1999). The 

impact of gospel music on the secular 
music industry. In G. D. Caponi (Ed.), 
Signifyin(g), Sanctifyin’, and Slam 
Dunking (pp. 172-190). University of 
Massachusetts Press. 
https://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.3901 
5047451342 

o Darden, Robert. (2005). Gospel on 
the Freedom Highway. In People Get 
Ready! A New History of Gospel 
Music. Continuum. 

Driving Through 
the Canyon, 
Walking Down 
the Strip 

To Watch: 
Laurel Canyon 

TUESDAY 
• Hoskyns, Barney. (2006). Hotel California: 

The true-life adventures of Crosby, Stills, 
Nash, Young, Mitchell, Taylor, Browne, 
Ronstadt, Geffen, the Eagles, and their 
many friends. Wiley. 
o Read: Expecting to Fly (p. 14-31), 

Back to the Garden (p. 32-46) 

Week 7 
10/13/20 
10/15/20 

(Epix doc) 

Playlist of the 
Week: 

• Bentley, Christa Anne. (2016). Forging the 
singer-songwriter at the Los Angeles 
Troubadour. In Cambridge companion to 
the singer songwriter, pp. 78-88. 

Vanity Fair “A 
Laurel Canyon 
Playlist” 
https://open.spo 
tify.com/playlist/ 
3GMS8ICSutLJj 
qM3Fy3ofJ 

Cambridge University Press. 
• Davis, Mike, & Wiener, Jon. (2020). Riot 

Nights on Sunset Strip (1966-68). In Set 
the night on fire. Verso. 

• Supplemental Reading: 
o Robinson, Lisa. (2015). An Oral 

History of Laurel Canyon, the 60s 
and 70s Music Mecca. Vanity Fair 
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Laurel Canyon https://www.vanityfair.com/culture/20 
Essentials 15/02/laurel-canyon-music-scene 
https://music.ap o Kamp, David. (2000). Live at the 
ple.com/us/playl Whiskey. Vanity Fair. 
ist/laurel- https://www.vanityfair.com/culture/20 
canyon- 00/11/live-at-the-whisky-david-kamp 
essentials/pl.71 
e3500a524c4d7 THURSDAY 
1bf162acabcbc • Hoskyns, Barney. (2006). Hotel California: 
9831 The true-life adventures of Crosby, Stills, 

Nash, Young, Mitchell, Taylor, Browne, 
*Alternative Ronstadt, Geffen, the Eagles, and their 
platform links many friends. Wiley. 
TBA o Read: A Case of Me (pp. 107-133) 

• Supplemental Reading: 
o Whiteley, Sheila. (2000). The lonely 

road: Joni Mitchell, Blue and female 
subjectivity. In Women and popular 
music: Sexuality, identity and 
subjectivity. Routledge. 

A Turning Point 
in Sound: Music 
Production and 
Recording 
Studios 

• McKeen, William. (2017). Everybody Had 
an Ocean: Music and Mayhem in 1960s 
Los Angeles. Chicago Review Press. 
o pp. 45-96 

• Moorefield, Virgil. (2005). From Mirror to 
Beacon. In The Producer as Composer: 
Shaping the Sounds of Popular Music. MIT 
Press. 

• Arcos, Betto et al. (2017). Studio Stories: 
Interviews with session musicians. In J. 
Kun (Ed.), The Tide Was Always High. 
University of California Press. 

• Warwick, Jacqueline. (2007). Record 
Week 8 
10/20/20 
10/22/20 To Watch: 

producers and the politics of production. In 
Girl groups, girl culture. Popular music and 
identity in the 1960s. Routledge. 

Midterm 
Paper Due 

The Wrecking 
Crew 

Playlist of the 
Week: TBA 

• Rojas, James. (Sept. 2, 2016). From the 
Eastside to Hollywood: Chicano queer 
trailblazers in 1970s Los Angeles. KCET. 
https://www.kcet.org/shows/lost-la/from-
the-eastside-to-hollywood-chicano-queer-
trailblazers-in-1970s-la 

• Supplemental Reading: 
o Gibson, Chris. (2005). Recording 

studios: Relational spaces of 
creativity in the city. Built 
Environment. 31(3), 192-207. 

o Questlove. (2014). Disco and the 
return of the repressed. Vulture. 
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https://www.vulture.com/2014/05/que 
stlove-how-hip-hop-has-become-the-
new-disco.html 

L.A. Punk 

To Watch: The 

• Alvarado, Jimmy. (2012) ‘Backyard Brats 
and Eastside Punks: A History of East LA’s 
Punk Scene’. Aztlán: A journal of Chicano 
Studies, 37(2), 157–180. 

• Gunckel, Colin. (2012) ‘Vexing Questions: 
Rethinking the History of East L.A. 
Punk’. Aztlán: A Journal of Chicano 
Studies, 37(2), 127–156. 

• Doe, John & DeSavia, Tom. (2016). Under 
the big black sun: A personal history of 
L.A. punk. De Campo Press. 
• Read: Go West, Go West, Go West 

(p. 123-130, John Doe), The stucco-
coated killing field (p. 131-139, Henry 
Rollins), How to build a new world 
then tear it down (p. 235-242, Kristine 
McKenna), My only friend, the end (p. 
243-249, John Doe) 

• Johnson, Gaye Theresa. (2013). “Teeth 
Gritting Harmony”: Punk, Hip Hop and 

Week 9 
10/27/20 
10/29/20 

Decline of 
Western 
Civilization 
(required) 

Sonic Spatial Politics. In Spaces of conflict, 
sounds of solidarity: Music, race, and 
spatial entitlement in Los Angeles (pp. 48– 
84). University of California Press. 

Playlist of the 
Week: 
TBA 

• Supplemental reading: 
• Pursell, Robert. (2018). How L.A. 

Punks of the ’80s and ’90s Kept Neo-
Nazis Out of Their Scene. LA Mag. 
https://www.lamag.com/culturefiles/l-
punks-80s-90s-kept-neo-nazis-scene/ 

• Ngô, Fiona I.B. (2012). Punk in the 
Shadow of War, Women & 
Performance: a journal of feminist 
theory, 22(2-3), 203-232. 

• Bag, Alice. (2012). Work that Hoe: 
Tilling the Soil of Punk Feminism, 
Women & Performance: a journal of 
feminist theory, 22(2-3), 233-238. 

• Johnson, Reed. (2010). 
Remembering the Chicano 
Moratorium. Los Angeles Times. 
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-
xpm-2010-aug-27-la-et-chicano-
moratorium-20100827-story.html 
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• Additional resource: Alice Bag’s Women in 
LA Punk Archive 
https://alicebag.com/women-in-la-punk 

L.A. Hip Hop 

To Watch: 
Straight Outta 
Compton 

• Chang, Jeff. (2005). Can’t Stop Won’t 
Stop. St Picador. 
o Read: Chapters 14-17 

• Rose, Tricia. (2008). The hip hop wars: 
What we talk about when we talk about hip 
hop—and why it matters. Basic Books. 
o Selections 

• Roberts, Randall. (2019). Rolling down 
Rosecrans in Compton, L.A. hip-hop’s 
Main Street. Los Angeles Times. 
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/mu 
sic/la-et-ms-hip-hop-rosecrans-20180118-
htmlstory.html 

• Lee, Jooyoung. (2016). Almost Famous. In 
Blowin' Up: Rap Dreams in South Central. 

Week 10 
11/3/20 
11/5/20 

Playlist of the 
Week: Trouble 
Every Day: LA 

University of Chicago Press. 
• Supplemental Reading: 

o Quinn, Eithne. (2004). Straight outta 
compton: Ghetto discourses and the 

1965/1992 
Mixtape 
https://caamuse 
um.org/exhibitio 
ns/2017/trouble-
every-day 

geographies of gangsta. In Nuthin but 
a G Thang: The Culture and 
Commerce of Gangsta Rap (pp.66-
91). Columbia University Press. 

o Reeves, Mosi. (2017). 15 Songs that 
predicted the LA riots, Rolling Stone. 
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/m 
usic-lists/15-songs-that-predicted-the-
l-a-riots-125494/ 

o Hobson, Janell. (2015). Straight 
Outta Compton and the power of 
Black women’s “side stories.” Ms. 
https://msmagazine.com/2015/08/24/ 
straight-outta-compton-and-the-
power-of-black-womens-side-stories/ 

Week 11 
11/10/20 
11/12/20 

Flowing Around 
Town: Chicano 
and Asian 
American Hip 
Hop 

Playlist of the 
Week: TBA 

• Kun, Josh. (2004) What Is an MC If He 
Can't Rap to Banda? Making Music in 
Nuevo L.A. American Quarterly, 56(3), 
741-758. 

• Macias, Anthony (2014). Black and Brown 
Get Down: Cultural Politics, Chicano 
Music, and Hip Hop in Racialized Los 
Angeles. In Sounds and the City: Popular 
Music, Place, and Globalization, (pp. 55-
75). Palgrave. 
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• Kelly, Raegan. (2004). Hip-Hop Chicano: A 
Separate but Parallel Story. In M. Forman 
& M. A. Neal (Eds.), That’s the joint! The 
hip hop studies reader. Routledge. 

• Don’t Believe the Hype: Asian Americans 
in Hip Hop (2018). Zine for the Chinese 
American Museum’s exhibit Don’t Believe 
the Hype, LA Asian Americans in Hip Hop 
http://camla.org/past-exhibits/#dont-
believe-the-hype-la-asian-americans-in-
hip-hop 

• Viesca, Victor H. (2019). Native Guns and 
Stray Bullets: Cultural Activism and Filipino 
American Rap Music in Post-Riot Los 
Angeles, Amerasia Journal, 38(1), 112-
142. 

Tehrangeles 
Dreaming and 
Discostan: 
Popular Music, 
Migration, and 
Los Angeles 

• Hemmasi, Farzaneh. (2020). Tehrangeles 
Dreaming: Intimacy and imagination in 
Southern California’s Iranian Pop Music. 
Duke University Press. 

o Selections 

Week 12 
11/17/20 
11/19/20 

Playlist of the 
Week: 
Tehrangeles 
Dreaming, 
Official Playlist 
https://www.you 
tube.com/watch 
?v=5Fd1NaL29 
9A&list=PLo9X 
EJ6bshP61F-
3R1PT3BFvDF 
qZEhtAd 

• Hamedy, Saba (2014). Persian DJs keep 
the beat going at Los Angeles parties. Los 
Angeles Times 
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/mu 
sic/la-et-ms-persian-djs-los-angeles-
20140622-story.html 

• Dauphin, Gary (2014). Place of Disco: The 
Republic of Discostan. KCET. 
https://www.kcet.org/shows/artbound/place 
-of-disco-the-republic-of-discostan 

L.A. Excursion 
Due 

Week 13 
11/24/20 

Music and 
Television: A 
Spotlight on 
Soul Train and 
SOLAR 
Records; Final 
Project 
Workshop 

Playlist of the 
Week: TBA 

• Holland, Gale. (2012). From the archives: 
‘Soul Train,’ a snapshot of black Los 
Angeles life. Los Angeles Times. 
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/tv/l 
a-et-st-soul-train-los-angeles-snapshot-
20190205-story.html 

• Brown, Scot. (2010). SOLAR: The history 
of the Sound of Los Angeles Records. In 
Black Los Angeles: American Dreams and 
Racial Realities (pp. 266-282). NYU Press. 
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11/26 
Thanksgiving 

Sounds on the 
Big Screen: 
Music, Film and 
Hollywood 

Week 14 

GUEST 
SPEAKER: 
Robert Kraft 
(former 
President of 
Fox Music) 

• Cooke, Mervyn. (2015), Popular Music in 
the Cinema. In A History of Film Music (pp. 
396-421). Cambridge University Press. 

• Verrier, Richard. (May 27, 2014). 
Musicians implore Hollywood to stop 
scoring films overseas. Los Angeles 
Times. 

12/1/20 
12/3/20 http://kraftbox.c 

om/home/our-
story/ 

To Watch: 
Score: A Film 
Music 
Documentary, 
A Star is Born 

Playlist of the 
Week: TBA 

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/env 
elope/cotown/la-et-ct-musicians-
outsourcing-20140527-
story.html?_amp=true 

• Supplemental Reading: 
o Frith, Simon. (1996). Where do 

sounds come from? In Performing 
Rites. Harvard University Press. 

All is One, One 
is All: Jazz, Hip 
Hop, Electronic, 
Punk and 
Bedroom Pop in 
Today’s LA 

• Chang, Jeff. Kendrick Lamar And The 
Post-Hip-Hop Generation, Buzzfeed. 
https://www.buzzfeed.com/zentronix/kendri 
ck-lamar-and-the-post-hip-hop-generation 

• Brown, August. (2009). Rock it science; 
Fusing high-end technology and a fringey, 
beat-centric sonic stew, Low End Theory 

Week 15 
12/8/20 
12/10/20 

To Watch: Los 
Punks, NPR 
Presents: 
Kamasi 
Washington’s 
the Epic in 
Concert 
https://www.you 
tube.com/watch 
?v=eGzin5ceuw 
k 

Playlist of the 
Week: TBA 

shakes up music-making and the business 
mix. Los Angeles Times. 

• Lewis, John. (2016). The new cool: how 
Kamasi, Kendrick and co gave jazz a new 
groove. The Guardian. 
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/o 
ct/06/new-cool-kamasi-kendrick-gave-jazz-
new-groove 

• Ruiz, Matthew Ismael. (2019). A 
Conversation With Cuco and His Parents 
About the Joys and Perils of 
Sudden Stardom. Pitchfork. 
https://pitchfork.com/features/family-
matters/a-conversation-with-cuco-and-his-
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parents-about-the-joys-and-perils-of-
sudden-stardom/ 

• Pirani, Cenan. (2018). The New Punks of 
Los Angeles. New York Times. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/03/style/ 
new-punks-los-angeles.html 

• 50 songs for a new LA 
https://www.latimes.com/projects/la-songs-
best-new-music/ 

• Supplemental Reading: 
o When Our Kids Own America, NPR 

https://apps.npr.org/codeswitch-
changing-races/ 

o The New Generation of LA Rap Is 
Changing Everything by Torii 
MacAdams 
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/b 
jqnna/the-new-generation-of-la-rap-
is-changing-everything 

o Bennett, Sarah. (2017). A new kind 
of Latin alternative music is breaking 
down old barriers in LA and beyond. 
LA Weekly. 
https://www.laweekly.com/a-new-
kind-of-latin-alternative-music-is-
breaking-down-old-barriers-in-l-a-
and-beyond/ 

Week 16 

12/14/20 
No Class – 
Reading Day 

12/15/20 
Final Exams 
Begin 

Final Exam 
Due Date TBA 

Course Materials 

Required Books & Materials 
● Chang, Jeff. (2005). Can’t Stop Won’t Stop. St Picador. 
● All other course readings and materials can be found on NYU Classes, NYU Libraries 

(digital/online) or via links in the syllabus. 

Resources 
● Access your course materials: NYU Classes (nyu.edu/its/classes) 
● Databases, journal articles, and more: Bobst Library (library.nyu.edu) 
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● Assistance with strengthening your writing: NYU Writing Center 
(nyu.mywconline.com) 

● Obtain 24/7 technology assistance: IT Help Desk (nyu.edu/it/servicedesk) 

Course Policies 

Hygiene/Physical Distancing policies 
● For in-person classes, students will be assigned/choose a seat on the first day of class. 

For NYU COVID-19 Safety protocols, please use the same seat for the duration of the 
semester. 

Attendance and Tardiness 
Studying at Global Academic Centers is an academically intensive and immersive experience, 
in which students from a wide range of backgrounds exchange ideas in discussion-based 
seminars. Learning in such an environment depends on the active participation of all students. 
And since classes typically meet once or twice a week, even a single absence can cause a 
student to miss a significant portion of a course. To ensure the integrity of this academic 
experience, class attendance at the centers, or online through NYU Classes if the course is 
remote synchronous/blended, is expected promptly when class begins. Unexcused absences 
will affect students' semester participation grade. If you have scheduled a remote course 
immediately preceding/following an in-person class, you may want to discuss where at the 
Academic Center the remote course can be taken. Students are responsible for making up any 
work missed due to absence (including getting notes from a classmate, emailing the Professor, 
attending office hours and arranging a timeline to submit missed work). Repeated absences in a 
course may result in failure. 

Please note that for classes involving a field trip or other external visit, transportation difficulties 
are never grounds for an excused absence. It is the student’s responsibility to arrive at the 
announced meeting point in a punctual and timely fashion. Staff members may always be 
reached by cell phone for advice regarding public transportation. 

Classroom Etiquette/Expectations 
Things to consider: 

● Please be mindful of your microphone and video display during synchronous class 
meetings. Ambient noise and some visual images may disrupt class time for you and 
your peers. 

● If you are not using your cell phone to follow the lesson, cell phones should be turned off 
or in silent mode during class time. 

● If deemed necessary by the study away site (i.e. COVID related need), synchronous 
class sessions may be recorded and archived for other students to view. This will be 
announced at the beginning of class time. 
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● Consider using the chat function or “raise hand” function in order to add your voice to 
class discussions especially if leaving the video on presents challenges. 

Discussion Norms 
The readings and subjects explored in this class may address sensitive subjects and 
emotionally charged issues. It is important that in class discussions students follow basic 
discussion norms. 

Respect and Compassion 
• Listen respectfully, actively and attentively—without interrupting 
• Make no assumptions about others 
• It is okay to disagree with a classmate. Still make sure to: 

o Proceed respectfully and with empathy, after listening carefully; Use a respectful 
tone 

• Be conscious of both verbal (inflammatory language, put-downs (even humorous), 
name-calling or character attacks) and non-verbal communication 

Constructiveness 
• Build on one another’s comments; work toward shared understanding 
• Think before you speak—engage with and process ideas before contributing 
• Understand that even objections can often be cast in a constructive way (ex. address the 

statement, not the person) 
• Support claims, assertations and statements. Use evidence whenever possible, and 

provide a rationale. Acknowledge when speaking from personal experience. 
• Ask clarifying questions 
• Recognize that your voice matters (don’t be afraid to speak up), but make sure to let 

your classmates contribute and avoid dominating the discussion 
Inclusivity 

• Recognize and remember that we have different backgrounds 
• It’s always okay to ask questions you think may be unsophisticated or uninformed 
• Know that it’s okay to be emotional about issues and to name those emotions 
• If you are offended or uncomfortable (or think someone else might be) by anything said 

during discussion, acknowledge it immediately, so that we may constructively and 
respectfully assess what was said together 

• Treat what is said in class as confidential, to allow for an atmosphere of open, honest 
exchange. Honor the fact that your classmates may share personal experiences by not 
repeating them outside of class 

• Consider who gets left out, who is marginalized, under-represented, or erased by 
particular claims. So, for example, one could say, “That’s an image of an ideal family,” or 
one could say, “That may be an image of an ideal family for many middle-class white 
heterosexuals.” 

• Be careful about putting other students on the spot. Do not demand that others speak for 
a group that you perceive them to represent 
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Final Exams 

Final exams must be submitted/taken at their designated times. Should there be a conflict 
between final exams, please bring it to the attention of the NYU LA academic representative as 
soon as this is known to facilitate alternate arrangements. Final exams may not be taken early, 
and students should not plan to leave the site before the end of the finals period. 

Late Assignment 

1) Written work due in class must be submitted during the class time to the Professor. 
2) Late work should be submitted as soon as it is completed and an email sent to the 

Professsor. 
3) Late work will be reduced for a fraction of a letter grade (e.g., A to A-, A- to B+, etc.) 

for every day it is late, including weekends. 
4) Written work during the semester that is submitted 5 days after the submission date 

(including weekends) without an agreed extension fails and is given a zero. 
5) Students who miss an exam (including the final) without previously arranged 

permission will receive a zero on that exam. 
6) Assignments due during finals week that are submitted more than 3 days without 

previously arranged extensions will not be accepted and will receive a zero. Any 
exceptions or extensions for work during finals week must be discussed with the Site 
Director. 

Incomplete Grade Policy 
An “incomplete” is a temporary grade that indicates that the student has, for good reason, not 
completed all of the course work. This grade is not awarded automatically nor is it guaranteed; 
rather, the student must ask the instructor for a grade of “incomplete,” present documented 
evidence of illness, an emergency, or other compelling circumstances, and clarify the remaining 
course requirements with the instructor. 

In order for a grade of “incomplete” to be registered on the transcript, the student must fill out a 
form, in collaboration with the course instructor and the academic administration at the site; it 
should then be submitted to the site’s academic office. The submitted form must include a 
deadline by which the missing work will be completed. This deadline may not be later than the 
end of the following semester. 

Academic Honesty/Plagiarism 

As the University's policy on "Academic Integrity for Students at NYU" states: "At NYU, a 
commitment to excellence, fairness, honesty, and respect within and outside the classroom 
is essential to maintaining the integrity of our community. By accepting membership in this 
community, students take responsibility for demonstrating these values in their own conduct 
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and for recognizing and supporting these values in others." Students at Global Academic 
Centers must follow the University and school policies. 

The presentation of another person’s words, ideas, judgment, images, or data as though 
they were your own, whether intentionally or unintentionally, constitutes an act of 
plagiarism. 

NYU LA takes plagiarism very seriously; penalties follow and may exceed those set out by 
your home school. All your written work must be submitted as a hard copy (for in-person 
classes) and in electronic form to the lecturer. Your lecturer may ask you to sign a 
declaration of authorship form. 

It is also an offense to submit work for assignments from two different courses that 
is substantially the same (be it oral presentations or written work). If there is an overlap of 
the subject of your assignment with one that you produced for another course (either in the 
current or any previous semester), you MUST inform your professor. 

For guidelines on academic honesty, clarification of the definition of plagiarism, examples of 
procedures and sanctions, and resources to support proper citation, please see: 

NYU Academic Integrity Policies and Guidelines 

NYU Library Guides 

Religious Observances 
Students observing a religious holiday during regularly scheduled class time are entitled to miss 
class without any penalty to their grade. This is for the holiday only and does not include the 
days of travel that may come before and/or after the holiday. 

Students must notify their professor and the local Academics team in writing via email at least 7 
days before being absent for this purpose. 

Inclusion, Diversity, Belonging and Equity 
NYU is committed to building a culture that respects and embraces diversity, inclusion, and 
equity, believing that these values – in all their facets – are, as President Andrew Hamilton has 
said, “...not only important to cherish for their own sake, but because they are also vital for 
advancing knowledge, sparking innovation, and creating sustainable communities.” At NYU Los 
Angeles, we are committed to creating a learning environment that: 

• fosters intellectual inquiry, research, and artistic practices that respectfully and rigorously take 
account of a wide range of opinions, perspectives, and experiences; and 

• promotes an inclusive community in which diversity is valued and every member feels they 
have a rightful place, is welcome and respected, and is supported in their endeavours. 
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Moses Accommodations Statement 
Academic accommodations are available for students with documented and registered 
disabilities. Please contact the Moses Center for Student Accessibility (+1 212-998-4980 or 
mosescsd@nyu.edu) for further information. Students who are requesting academic 
accommodations are advised to reach out to the Moses Center as early as possible in the 
semester for assistance. Accommodations for this course are managed through the site 
sponsoring the class once you request it. 

Stress Management 
Students are under a lot of pressure, particularly in this current moment. If you start to feel 
overwhelmed, it is important that you reach out for help. Do not hesitate to contact your 
instructor if you are struggling – they are here to help you have a productive semester and can 
guide you toward the necessary resources. 

Food and Housing Security 
Any student who has difficulty affording groceries or accessing food to eat, or who lacks a safe 
and stable place to live, and believes this may affect their performance in the course, is urged to 
contact the Los Angeles program staff. If you have any questions or concerns do not hesitate to 
raise them with your Professor directly. No student should have to worry about food, lack of safe 
housing, eviction or couch surfing when school is already stressful enough. 

About Your Instructor 
Rebecca Lee Johnson is a scholar, practitioner and songwriter who works at the intersection of 
academia and industry. She earned her Ph.D. from the University of Southern California’s 
Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism. She additionally holds a B.A. in 
Communication from USC (with a double minor in Music Recording and Advertising). Her 
research focuses on popular music, the media/cultural industries, promotional culture, and 
cultural work in the digital age, with a particular emphasis on the relationship between culture, 
creativity and commerce. As an educator Johnson has taught subjects across communication, 
cultural and media studies, and media economics at USC and Woodbury University. As an 
artist/songwriter, she has released music on independent labels in the U.S. and Japan. Prior to 
her Ph.D. work she interned at various companies including Interscope Records, Deutsch 
Agency, AAM Promo and Blue Coast Records. A native New Yorker, she has been based in 
Los Angeles for over a decade. 
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	Structure Bookmarks
	NYU Los Angeles 
	Today was a Good Day: LA Music from 
	Central Avenue to the Hollywood Bowl 
	IDSEM-UG 9651 LA1 
	IDSEM-UG 9651 LA1 
	Remote Synchronous / In-Person Pending 
	Pacific Standard Time / Pacific Daylight Time 
	Fall 2020 
	Fall 2020 
	Please contact the site academic staff (Lena accessing the NYU Classes site. 
	Parodi, lp1245@nyu.edu) if you have trouble 

	If you are attending in person, you will be assigned a seat on the first day and are expected to use that seat for the entire semester due to NYU COVID-19 safety protocol. 

	Instructor Information 
	Instructor Information 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Dr. Rebecca Lee Johnson (she/her) 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Office Hours: Thursdays, 4:15-5:15pm 

	o 
	Zoom Link: https://nyu.zoom.us/j/96151314892 


	• 
	• 
	Email: 
	rljohnson@nyu.edu 
	rljohnson@nyu.edu 




	○ *Emails that require easily answerable responses will receive responses within 24 hours. For all others, please allow two business days. 

	Course Information 
	Course Information 
	• IDSEM-UG 9651 LA1 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Today was a good day: LA Music from Central Avenue to the Hollywood Bowl 

	• 
	• 
	Course Description: How does music reflect a place, a time and a people? This course will be an investigation into today’s music scene(s) in LA and how they evolved historically. From the Chicano legacy built in to Ritchie Valens’ La Bamba to the influential sound of NWA to Kendrick Lamar, and the rich histories of 60s and 70s pop music and later to California punk and beyond, the musical genres and styles will be treated as cultural signifiers and ways to access histories of migration, labor, civil rights 


	Born, Straight Outta Compton, Wattstax, Laurel Canyon, Los Punks, The Wrecking 
	Crew, Amazing Grace. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Prerequisite: None 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Class meeting days and times: Tuesday/Thursday, 3-4:15pm 

	○ 
	○ 
	○ 
	Zoom link for remote classes
	: https://nyu.zoom.us/j/99107576872 


	○ 
	○ 
	In-person (pending – date TBA) room number: Suite 405, Rm1 




	• Academic calendar: 
	https://www.nyu.edu/los-angeles/calendar.html 
	https://www.nyu.edu/los-angeles/calendar.html 



	Course Overview and Goals 
	Course Overview and Goals 
	Upon Completion of this Course, students will be able to: 
	Upon Completion of this Course, students will be able to: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Know how to critically think about and explain the role of music in relation to Los Angeles as a place, identity, community, history, performance, authenticity, memory and affect 

	• 
	• 
	Critically assess the relationship between music and key socio-political events throughout the history of LA 

	• 
	• 
	Understand the dynamics between music scenes and communities, industry/the market, technology and other media (radio, film, television) 

	• 
	• 
	Reflect on the role of music in your life while living in LA 




	Course Requirements 
	Course Requirements 
	Class Participation 
	Class Participation 
	You are expected to attend class remote synchronously. Your active participation in class and attendance will be reflected in this part of the course requirements. Students are required to do all readings and watch/listen to any assigned videos or audio content before class. You are expected to come to class prepared, on time, and ready to actively participate and make informed contributions. Merely joining a Zoom session or filling a seat does not constitute participation. That being said, it is understood

	Listening Club 
	Listening Club 
	Each student will of the week. You will . After listening to the song, the class will discuss their thoughts, as an entry point into the material. expanding upon your brief oral introduction must be submitted to the Professor; your write-up should address your personal relationship to the song and/or artist (What does it make you feel? 
	select a song related to the readings 
	briefly introduce the song, and explain how it ties in with the reading and why you selected it
	A 1-2page writeup 
	-


	Do you like/dislike/connect to the song, and why? Why pick this song and not others?) and discuss the song in relation to key themes explored in the class and readings (ex. identity, performance, authenticity, memory, industry, place/Los Angeles, social, political and cultural histories and issues). 

	L.A. Excursion 
	L.A. Excursion 
	During the semester , to think about and directly experience the city’s music. Hike/drive/go to the hills above LA (Hollywood, Griffith Observatory, Elysian Park) and listen to the music of Laurel Canyon. Travel down the Sunset Strip, going from venue to venue. Attend a live music concert (pandemic permitting). Take photos and/or video on your excursion. In a , discuss your experience, the music you listened to, and the geographical setting of LA, and alongside your text. . 
	you will be asked to venture into LA
	2-4page essay
	submit photos/videos 
	Reference at least one reading


	Weekly Reading Journal 
	Weekly Reading Journal 
	Brief posts about the reading and musical examples of the week. Students should include they have about the material. Weekly journals will not be due when there are other writing assignments due. 
	one question 


	Midterm Paper 
	Midterm Paper 
	The readings in the first half of the semester present a complex view of LA music as characterized by both a harmonic vision of Los Angeles/exchange/spatial collectiveness and turbulence/clashes/civil unrest. Using at least two readings from the syllabus and at least two music examples we have studied, discuss these dynamics in a . Which do you think most defines this period? How has the music of Los Angeles acted as communication, in terms of identity, community and intercultural relations? What is the con
	5-7page paper


	Final Project -L.A. Playlist 
	Final Project -L.A. Playlist 
	If you had an afternoon to drive around Los Angeles, what would your playlist sound like? What would your map of LA look like, what streets, communities, labels, studios, and venues reflected in your chosen songs? Through a and accompanying , tell a story about the music of Los Angeles and construct an argument based on at least one of the core themes we have explored this semester. This is both a creative project and a rigorous, critical writing assignment—what key issues, themes and music discussed this s
	If you had an afternoon to drive around Los Angeles, what would your playlist sound like? What would your map of LA look like, what streets, communities, labels, studios, and venues reflected in your chosen songs? Through a and accompanying , tell a story about the music of Los Angeles and construct an argument based on at least one of the core themes we have explored this semester. This is both a creative project and a rigorous, critical writing assignment—what key issues, themes and music discussed this s
	playlist of 5-8 songs 
	6-8page paper

	assignment requirements and receive Professor approval. Otherwise, playlists must be digital and created on YouTube, Spotify, or Apple Music, with a link provided (alternative platforms must have approval from the Professor). 


	Assignment Guidelines 
	Assignment Guidelines 
	All papers should be typed, double spaced with one-inch margins, in a reasonable font and size (12pt), paginated, and checked for grammar and spelling. All references to readings and sources must include in-text citations (with page numbers), and a works cited page. Citations must be within a consistent style (such as APA, MLA, Chicago; your choice as to which). All papers should be submitted electronically. A .doc or .docx format is preferred so comments can be made in Track Changes. 
	Answers to course papers must provide a developed argument with a clearly stated thesis, supported by evidence (from course texts or otherwise). Listening Club and L.A. Excursion papers will include personal reflection, which must be situated in an academically rigorous approach to the assignment. Grades will be based on the strength, clarity and organization of arguments and writing, and your ability to support your claims through explanation, example and evidence. An A paper is considered ‘excellent,’ wil
	: During the semester you are allowed one 48hour extension, no explanation necessary (this policy does not apply to the Final Project). Notify the Professor as soon as you are aware you want to take this extension. 
	Wildcard Extension Policy

	Grading of Assignments 
	The grade for this course will be determined according to the following formula: 
	Assignments/Activities 
	Assignments/Activities 
	Assignments/Activities 
	% of Final Grade 

	Class participation 
	Class participation 
	[15%] 

	Listening Club 
	Listening Club 
	[10%] 

	LA Excursion 
	LA Excursion 
	[15%] 

	Weekly Reading Journal 
	Weekly Reading Journal 
	[10%] 

	Midterm Paper 
	Midterm Paper 
	[20%] 

	Final Paper 
	Final Paper 
	[30%] 



	Letter Grades 
	Letter Grades 
	Letter grades for the entire course will be assigned as follows: 
	Letter Grade 
	Letter Grade 
	Letter Grade 
	Points 
	Percent 

	A 
	A 
	4.00 
	94-100 

	A
	A
	-

	3.67 
	90-93 

	B+ 
	B+ 
	3.33 
	87-89 

	B 
	B 
	3.00 
	84-86 

	B
	B
	-

	2.67 
	80-83 

	C+ 
	C+ 
	2.33 
	77-79 

	C 
	C 
	2.00 
	74-76 

	C
	C
	-

	1.67 
	70-73 

	D+ 
	D+ 
	1.33 
	67-69 

	D 
	D 
	1.00 
	65-66 

	F 
	F 
	.00 
	Below 65 



	View Grades 
	View Grades 
	Grades will be available on the NYU Classes site. 


	Course Schedule 
	Course Schedule 
	Note: Each week on the course schedule will have an accompanying “Playlist of the Week,” and many will have an associated film (some of which will be required viewing). Links to playlists and information on where to watch films can be found on NYU Classes. 
	Topics and Assignments 
	Topics and Assignments 
	This schedule is subject to change, with adequate notice. Zoom links and all other course information/materials can be found on NYU Classes. 
	Week/Date 
	Week/Date 
	Week/Date 
	Topic 
	Reading 
	AssignmentDue 

	Week 1 9/3/20 
	Week 1 9/3/20 
	Introduction 
	• Kun, Josh. (2012). Sonic turbulence: A thirty-year timeline of LA music. Boom, 2(4), 68-78. https://online.ucpress.edu/boom/article/2/4/ 68/106494/Sonic-TurbulenceA-thirty-year-timeline-of-LA-music • Grierson, Tim. (2009). L.A. Story. Los Angeles Times. https://www.latimes.com/la-magjune072009-la-music-history-story.html 
	-


	TR
	TUESDAY • Frith, Simon. (1996). Music and Identity. In S. Hall & P. Du Gay (Eds.), Questions of cultural identity. Sage. • Adorno, Theodor. (1941). On Popular Music I. The musical material. Studies in philosophy and social science. • Eyerman, Ron. & Jamison, Andrew. 

	Week 2 9/8/20 
	Week 2 9/8/20 
	Popular Music, Place, Identity, Community and Los Angeles 
	(1998). Structures of feeling and cognitive praxis. In Music and social movements: Mobilizing traditions in the twentieth century. Cambridge University Press. • Supplemental Reading: 
	1st weekly reading 

	9/10/20 
	9/10/20 
	Playlist of the Week: TBA 
	o Horner, B. & Swiss, T. (Eds.) (1999). Key terms in popular music and culture. Blackwell Publishers. Kruse, Holly. Gender. 
	§

	journal due 

	TR
	Potter, Russel A. Race o Frith, Simon. (1992). The Industrialization of Popular Music. In Lull, J. Popular Music and Communication. Sage. o DeNora, Tia. Music as a technology of self. In Music in Everyday Life. 
	§


	TR
	THURSDAY • Connell, John, & Gibson, Chris. (2003). Into the Music. In Sound tracks: Popular music, identity, and place (pp. 1–18). Routledge. • Lipsitz, George. (1997). Kalfou Danjere. In Dangerous crossroads: Popular music, postmodernism and the poetics of place (pp. 3–21). Verso. • Kun, Josh. (2015). Los Angeles is Singing. In P. Wakida (Ed.), LAttitudes: An Angeleno's Atlas. Heyday. 

	TR
	Songs in the Key of LA: Imagining and Building Los Angeles To Watch (required): Songs in the Key of L.A.: The 
	TUESDAY • Kun, Josh. Songs in the Key of L.A. In J. Kun (Ed.), Songs in the Key of L.A (pp. 4593). Angel City Press. • Supplemental Reading: o Frith, Simon. (1996). Songs as texts. In Performing Rites. Harvard University Press. THURSDAY • Dailey, Victoria. Los Angeles in Tune. In J. 
	-


	Week 3 9/15/20 9/17/20 
	Week 3 9/15/20 9/17/20 
	Bedrock Sessions Aloe Blacc https://www.kce 
	-

	Kun (Ed.), Songs in the Key of L.A. Angel City Press. http://victoriadailey.com/articles/losangeles-in-tune/ 
	-


	TR
	t.org/shows/artb ound/songs-inthe-key-of-losangeles-aloeblacc La Santa Cecilia https://www.you tube.com/watch ?v=lEktQivIR2E 
	-
	-
	-

	• Masters, Nathan. (June 23, 2011). From Daisy Dell to the Hollywood Bowl, a little musical history for summer. KCET. https://www.kcet.org/shows/lost-la/fromdaisy-dell-to-the-hollywood-bowl-a-littlemusical-history-for-summer • Kronenburg, Robert. (2019). Introduction: Popular music, architecture and the home. In This must be the place: An architectural history of popular music performance venues. Bloomsbury. 
	-
	-


	TR
	Rotary Perception: Jazz Along 
	TUESDAY • Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem. (2020). Kareem Abdul-Jabbar: Remembering Central Avenue, L.A.’s 

	Week 4 9/22/20 9/24/20 
	Week 4 9/22/20 9/24/20 
	Central Avenue and Beyond To Watch: Central Avenue Jazz Festival, 
	jazz oasis. Los Angeles Times. https://www.latimes.com/california/story/20 20-07-18/central-avenue-los-angeles-jazz • Isoardi, Steven L. (2006). Ballad for Samuel: The Legacy of Central Avenue and the 1950s Avant-Garde in Los Angeles. In The Dark Tree: Jazz and 

	TR
	"The Sound of 
	Community Arts in Los Angeles (pp. 18
	-


	TR
	Central Avenue, 
	40). University of California Press. 

	TR
	Then and Now" 
	• Macias, Anthony F. (2008). Mojo in motion: 

	TR
	Part 2 
	The swing era. In Mexican American mojo: 

	TR
	https://www.you 
	Popular music, dance, and urban culture in 

	TR
	tube.com/watch 
	Los Angeles, 1935-1968 (pp. 12-61). Duke 

	TR
	?v=4p3ZES
	-

	University Press. 

	TR
	zs40 
	• Supplemental Reading: o Szwed, John F. (2000). 

	TR
	Playlist of the 
	Improvisation, Composition, and 

	TR
	Week: City 
	Arranging. In Jazz 101 (pp. 43-52). 

	TR
	Soundscapes: 
	Hyperion. 

	TR
	Los Angeles 
	o Meares, Hadley. (2018). Mapping the 

	TR
	https://www.jazz 
	jazz clubs that made Central Avenue 

	TR
	.org/blog/playlist 
	swing. Curbed Los Angeles. 

	TR
	-city
	-

	https://la.curbed.com/maps/central
	-


	TR
	soundscapes-
	avenue-history-jazz 

	TR
	los-angeles/ 
	THURSDAY • Mingus, Charles (1971). Beneath the Underdog. Random House. o Read: Chapters 8-9 (p. 61-70), Chapter 21 (p. 185-192), Chapter 38 (p. 348-354) • Liston, Melba. (1998). Melba Liston. In Central Avenue Sounds: Jazz in Los Angeles (pp. 255-260). University of California Press. • Stein, Danica L. (1998). Clora Bryant: Gender Issues in the Career of a West Coast Jazz Musician. In J. C. DjeDje & E. S. Meadows (Eds.), California Soul: Music of African Americans in the West (pp. 277293). University of Cal
	-


	Week 5 9/29/20 10/1/20 
	Week 5 9/29/20 10/1/20 
	From Lalo Guerrero to Ritchie Valens: R&B and Rock and Roll in Postwar Los Angeles 
	TUESDAY • Kun, Josh. (2017). Introduction: The Tide Was Always High. In J. Kun (Ed.), The Tide Was Always High. University of California Press. • Macias, Anthony F. (2008). Boogie Woogie Breakthrough: The Rhythm and Blues Era. In Mexican American mojo: Popular music, dance, and urban culture in Los Angeles, 1935-1968. Duke University Press. 

	TR
	Playlist of the 
	• Supplemental Reading: 

	TR
	Week: 
	o Johnson, Gaye Theresa. (2013). 

	TR
	Two Boogies 
	-

	Spatial Entitlement: Race, 

	TR
	Hadda Brooks 
	Displacement, and Sonic 

	TR
	https://www.you 
	Reclamation in Postwar Los Angeles. 

	TR
	tube.com/watch 
	In Spaces of conflict, sounds of 

	TR
	?v=JU429Q_cg 
	solidarity: Music, race, and spatial 

	TR
	8Y 
	entitlement in Los Angeles (pp. 48– 

	TR
	Lalo Guerrero 
	84). University of California Press. 

	TR
	https://www.you 

	TR
	tube.com/watch 
	THURSDAY 

	TR
	?v=URBKVkaO 
	• Macias, Anthony F. (2008). Come On, 

	TR
	oY0 
	Let’s Go: The Rock and Roll Era. In Mexican American mojo: Popular music, 

	TR
	Mark Guerrero, 
	dance, and urban culture in Los Angeles, 

	TR
	“Eastside 
	1935-1968. Duke University Press. 

	TR
	Sound” The 
	• Del Barco, Mandalit (November 29, 2018). 

	TR
	1960's 
	The Story Of 'Whittier Blvd.,' A Song and 

	TR
	https://www.dub 
	Place Where Latino Youth Found Each 

	TR
	lab.com/archive 
	Other. NPR. 

	TR
	/mark-guerrero
	-

	https://www.npr.org/2018/11/29/67168809 

	TR
	eastside-sound
	-

	6/the-story-of-whittier-blvd-a-song-and
	-


	TR
	the-1960s-07
	-

	place-where-latino-youth-found-each-other 

	TR
	15-13/ 
	TD
	Figure


	TR
	Say It Loud, I’m Black and I’m Proud: The Watts Uprising and Amazing Grace To Watch: Wattstax 
	TUESDAY • Horne, Gerald (1997). Fire this Time: The Watts Uprising and the 1960s. University of Virginia Press. o Read: Introduction (p. 3-22), Toward Understanding (p. 23-42) • Isoardi, Steven L. (2006). The Giant is Awakened: The Watts Uprising and Cultural Resurgence. In The Dark Tree: Jazz and Community Arts in Los Angeles 

	Week 6 10/6/20 10/8/20 
	Week 6 10/6/20 10/8/20 
	(required), Amazing Grace, How Sweet The Sound: Gospel 
	(pp. 65-88). University of California Press. • Arnold, Gina. (2015). ‘As real as real can get’: Race, representation and rhetoric at Wattstax, 1972. In The Pop Festival: 

	TR
	Music in Los Angeles (CAAM), https://www.you tube.com/watch ?v=3wJlTKyDFz o Playlist of the Week: 
	History, Music, Media, Culture. Bloomsbury. • Ward, Brian. (1998) “Get up, get into it, get involved”: black music, black protest and the black power movement. In Just My Soul Responding: Rhythm and Blues, Black Consciousness and Race Relations. Routledge. o Sections: James Brown, Aretha Franklin and Wattstax 

	TR
	Amazing Grace 

	TR
	https://www.you 
	THURSDAY 

	TR
	tube.com/watch 
	• Reiff, Corbin. (2018). Aretha Franklin's 

	TR
	?v=xiChwl_zHi 
	1972 Live Album 'Amazing Grace' 

	TR
	U&list=PLmXxq 
	Captured The Queen at the Height of Her 

	TR
	SJJq-
	Powers. Billboard. 

	TR
	yV1RlaoFulbUP 
	https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/ 

	TR
	qnomCSvVXD 
	pop/8470620/aretha-franklin-amazinggrace-live-best-album 
	-


	TR
	Wattstax 
	• Walker, Daniel E. (2019). The Roots and 

	TR
	https://www.you 
	Growth of Gospel Music in Los Angeles: A 

	TR
	tube.com/watch 
	Timeline. PBS Socal. 

	TR
	?v=9hA2BPh7Z 
	https://www.pbssocal.org/kcet
	-


	TR
	6g&list=PL79xK 
	originals/the-roots-and-growth-of-gospel
	-


	TR
	-VVZpsmE8
	-

	music-in-los-angeles-a-timeline/ 

	TR
	3PNu8WMCp8
	-

	• Supplemental Reading: 

	TR
	CdQpaAK 
	o Maultsby, Portia K. (1999). The impact of gospel music on the secular music industry. In G. D. Caponi (Ed.), Signifyin(g), Sanctifyin’, and Slam Dunking (pp. 172-190). University of Massachusetts Press. https://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.3901 5047451342 o Darden, Robert. (2005). Gospel on the Freedom Highway. In People Get Ready! A New History of Gospel Music. Continuum. 

	TR
	Driving Through the Canyon, Walking Down the Strip To Watch: Laurel Canyon 
	TUESDAY • Hoskyns, Barney. (2006). Hotel California: The true-life adventures of Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young, Mitchell, Taylor, Browne, Ronstadt, Geffen, the Eagles, and their many friends. Wiley. o Read: Expecting to Fly (p. 14-31), Back to the Garden (p. 32-46) 

	Week 7 10/13/20 10/15/20 
	Week 7 10/13/20 10/15/20 
	(Epix doc) Playlist of the Week: 
	• Bentley, Christa Anne. (2016). Forging the singer-songwriter at the Los Angeles Troubadour. In Cambridge companion to the singer songwriter, pp. 78-88. 

	TR
	Vanity Fair “A Laurel Canyon Playlist” https://open.spo tify.com/playlist/ 3GMS8ICSutLJj qM3Fy3ofJ 
	Cambridge University Press. • Davis, Mike, & Wiener, Jon. (2020). Riot Nights on Sunset Strip (1966-68). In Set the night on fire. Verso. • Supplemental Reading: o Robinson, Lisa. (2015). An Oral History of Laurel Canyon, the 60s and 70s Music Mecca. Vanity Fair 

	TR
	Laurel Canyon 
	https://www.vanityfair.com/culture/20 

	TR
	Essentials 
	15/02/laurel-canyon-music-scene 

	TR
	https://music.ap 
	o Kamp, David. (2000). Live at the 

	TR
	ple.com/us/playl 
	Whiskey. Vanity Fair. 

	TR
	ist/laurel
	-

	https://www.vanityfair.com/culture/20 

	TR
	canyon-
	00/11/live-at-the-whisky-david-kamp 

	TR
	essentials/pl.71 

	TR
	e3500a524c4d7 
	THURSDAY 

	TR
	1bf162acabcbc 
	• Hoskyns, Barney. (2006). Hotel California: 

	TR
	9831 
	The true-life adventures of Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young, Mitchell, Taylor, Browne, 

	TR
	*Alternative 
	Ronstadt, Geffen, the Eagles, and their 

	TR
	platform links 
	many friends. Wiley. 

	TR
	TBA 
	o Read: A Case of Me (pp. 107-133) • Supplemental Reading: o Whiteley, Sheila. (2000). The lonely road: Joni Mitchell, Blue and female subjectivity. In Women and popular music: Sexuality, identity and subjectivity. Routledge. 

	TR
	A Turning Point in Sound: Music Production and Recording Studios 
	• McKeen, William. (2017). Everybody Had an Ocean: Music and Mayhem in 1960s Los Angeles. Chicago Review Press. o pp. 45-96 • Moorefield, Virgil. (2005). From Mirror to Beacon. In The Producer as Composer: Shaping the Sounds of Popular Music. MIT Press. • Arcos, Betto et al. (2017). Studio Stories: Interviews with session musicians. In J. Kun (Ed.), The Tide Was Always High. University of California Press. • Warwick, Jacqueline. (2007). Record 

	Week 8 10/20/20 10/22/20 
	Week 8 10/20/20 10/22/20 
	To Watch: 
	producers and the politics of production. In Girl groups, girl culture. Popular music and identity in the 1960s. Routledge. 
	Midterm Paper Due 

	TR
	The Wrecking Crew Playlist of the Week: TBA 
	• Rojas, James. (Sept. 2, 2016). From the Eastside to Hollywood: Chicano queer trailblazers in 1970s Los Angeles. KCET. https://www.kcet.org/shows/lost-la/fromthe-eastside-to-hollywood-chicano-queertrailblazers-in-1970s-la • Supplemental Reading: o Gibson, Chris. (2005). Recording studios: Relational spaces of creativity in the city. Built Environment. 31(3), 192-207. o Questlove. (2014). Disco and the return of the repressed. Vulture. 
	-
	-


	TR
	https://www.vulture.com/2014/05/que stlove-how-hip-hop-has-become-thenew-disco.html 
	-


	TR
	L.A. Punk To Watch: The 
	• Alvarado, Jimmy. (2012) ‘Backyard Brats and Eastside Punks: A History of East LA’s Punk Scene’. Aztlán: A journal of Chicano Studies, 37(2), 157–180. • Gunckel, Colin. (2012) ‘Vexing Questions: Rethinking the History of East L.A. Punk’. Aztlán: A Journal of Chicano Studies, 37(2), 127–156. • Doe, John & DeSavia, Tom. (2016). Under the big black sun: A personal history of L.A. punk. De Campo Press. • Read: Go West, Go West, Go West (p. 123-130, John Doe), The stucco-coated killing field (p. 131-139, Henry 

	Week 9 10/27/20 10/29/20 
	Week 9 10/27/20 10/29/20 
	Decline of Western Civilization (required) 
	Sonic Spatial Politics. In Spaces of conflict, sounds of solidarity: Music, race, and spatial entitlement in Los Angeles (pp. 48– 84). University of California Press. 

	TR
	Playlist of the Week: TBA 
	• Supplemental reading: • Pursell, Robert. (2018). How L.A. Punks of the ’80s and ’90s Kept Neo-Nazis Out of Their Scene. LA Mag. https://www.lamag.com/culturefiles/lpunks-80s-90s-kept-neo-nazis-scene/ • Ngô, Fiona I.B. (2012). Punk in the Shadow of War, Women & Performance: a journal of feminist theory, 22(2-3), 203-232. • Bag, Alice. (2012). Work that Hoe: Tilling the Soil of Punk Feminism, Women & Performance: a journal of feminist theory, 22(2-3), 233-238. • Johnson, Reed. (2010). Remembering the Chican
	-
	-
	-


	TR
	• Additional resource: Alice Bag’s Women in LA Punk Archive https://alicebag.com/women-in-la-punk 

	TR
	L.A. Hip Hop To Watch: Straight Outta Compton 
	• Chang, Jeff. (2005). Can’t Stop Won’t Stop. St Picador. o Read: Chapters 14-17 • Rose, Tricia. (2008). The hip hop wars: What we talk about when we talk about hip hop—and why it matters. Basic Books. o Selections • Roberts, Randall. (2019). Rolling down Rosecrans in Compton, L.A. hip-hop’s Main Street. Los Angeles Times. https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/mu sic/la-et-ms-hip-hop-rosecrans-20180118htmlstory.html • Lee, Jooyoung. (2016). Almost Famous. In Blowin' Up: Rap Dreams in South Central. 
	-


	Week 10 11/3/20 11/5/20 
	Week 10 11/3/20 11/5/20 
	Playlist of the Week: Trouble Every Day: LA 
	University of Chicago Press. • Supplemental Reading: o Quinn, Eithne. (2004). Straight outta compton: Ghetto discourses and the 

	TR
	1965/1992 Mixtape https://caamuse um.org/exhibitio ns/2017/troubleevery-day 
	-

	geographies of gangsta. In Nuthin but a G Thang: The Culture and Commerce of Gangsta Rap (pp.6691). Columbia University Press. o Reeves, Mosi. (2017). 15 Songs that predicted the LA riots, Rolling Stone. https://www.rollingstone.com/music/m usic-lists/15-songs-that-predicted-thel-a-riots-125494/ o Hobson, Janell. (2015). Straight Outta Compton and the power of Black women’s “side stories.” Ms. https://msmagazine.com/2015/08/24/ straight-outta-compton-and-thepower-of-black-womens-side-stories/ 
	-
	-
	-


	Week 11 11/10/20 11/12/20 
	Week 11 11/10/20 11/12/20 
	Flowing Around Town: Chicano and Asian American Hip Hop Playlist of the Week: TBA 
	• Kun, Josh. (2004) What Is an MC If He Can't Rap to Banda? Making Music in Nuevo L.A. American Quarterly, 56(3), 741-758. • Macias, Anthony (2014). Black and Brown Get Down: Cultural Politics, Chicano Music, and Hip Hop in Racialized Los Angeles. In Sounds and the City: Popular Music, Place, and Globalization, (pp. 5575). Palgrave. 
	-


	TR
	• Kelly, Raegan. (2004). Hip-Hop Chicano: A Separate but Parallel Story. In M. Forman & M. A. Neal (Eds.), That’s the joint! The hip hop studies reader. Routledge. • Don’t Believe the Hype: Asian Americans in Hip Hop (2018). Zine for the Chinese American Museum’s exhibit Don’t Believe the Hype, LA Asian Americans in Hip Hop http://camla.org/past-exhibits/#dontbelieve-the-hype-la-asian-americans-inhip-hop • Viesca, Victor H. (2019). Native Guns and Stray Bullets: Cultural Activism and Filipino American Rap M
	-
	-
	-


	TR
	Tehrangeles Dreaming and Discostan: Popular Music, Migration, and Los Angeles 
	• Hemmasi, Farzaneh. (2020). Tehrangeles Dreaming: Intimacy and imagination in Southern California’s Iranian Pop Music. Duke University Press. o Selections 

	Week 12 11/17/20 11/19/20 
	Week 12 11/17/20 11/19/20 
	Playlist of the Week: Tehrangeles Dreaming, Official Playlist https://www.you tube.com/watch ?v=5Fd1NaL29 9A&list=PLo9X EJ6bshP61F3R1PT3BFvDF qZEhtAd 
	-

	• Hamedy, Saba (2014). Persian DJs keep the beat going at Los Angeles parties. Los Angeles Times https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/mu sic/la-et-ms-persian-djs-los-angeles20140622-story.html • Dauphin, Gary (2014). Place of Disco: The Republic of Discostan. KCET. https://www.kcet.org/shows/artbound/place -of-disco-the-republic-of-discostan 
	-

	L.A. Excursion Due 

	Week 13 11/24/20 
	Week 13 11/24/20 
	Music and Television: A Spotlight on Soul Train and SOLAR Records; Final Project Workshop Playlist of the Week: TBA 
	• Holland, Gale. (2012). From the archives: ‘Soul Train,’ a snapshot of black Los Angeles life. Los Angeles Times. https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/tv/l a-et-st-soul-train-los-angeles-snapshot20190205-story.html • Brown, Scot. (2010). SOLAR: The history of the Sound of Los Angeles Records. In Black Los Angeles: American Dreams and Racial Realities (pp. 266-282). NYU Press. 
	-


	TR
	11/26 Thanksgiving 

	TR
	Sounds on the Big Screen: Music, Film and Hollywood 

	Week 14 
	Week 14 
	GUEST SPEAKER: Robert Kraft (former President of Fox Music) 
	• Cooke, Mervyn. (2015), Popular Music in the Cinema. In A History of Film Music (pp. 396-421). Cambridge University Press. • Verrier, Richard. (May 27, 2014). Musicians implore Hollywood to stop scoring films overseas. Los Angeles Times. 

	12/1/20 12/3/20 
	12/1/20 12/3/20 
	http://kraftbox.c om/home/ourstory/ To Watch: Score: A Film Music Documentary, A Star is Born Playlist of the Week: TBA 
	-

	https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/env elope/cotown/la-et-ct-musiciansoutsourcing-20140527story.html?_amp=true • Supplemental Reading: o Frith, Simon. (1996). Where do sounds come from? In Performing Rites. Harvard University Press. 
	-
	-


	TR
	All is One, One is All: Jazz, Hip Hop, Electronic, Punk and Bedroom Pop in Today’s LA 
	• Chang, Jeff. Kendrick Lamar And The Post-Hip-Hop Generation, Buzzfeed. https://www.buzzfeed.com/zentronix/kendri ck-lamar-and-the-post-hip-hop-generation • Brown, August. (2009). Rock it science; Fusing high-end technology and a fringey, beat-centric sonic stew, Low End Theory 

	Week 15 12/8/20 12/10/20 
	Week 15 12/8/20 12/10/20 
	To Watch: Los Punks, NPR Presents: Kamasi Washington’s the Epic in Concert https://www.you tube.com/watch ?v=eGzin5ceuw k Playlist of the Week: TBA 
	shakes up music-making and the business mix. Los Angeles Times. • Lewis, John. (2016). The new cool: how Kamasi, Kendrick and co gave jazz a new groove. The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/o ct/06/new-cool-kamasi-kendrick-gave-jazznew-groove • Ruiz, Matthew Ismael. (2019). A Conversation With Cuco and His Parents About the Joys and Perils of Sudden Stardom. Pitchfork. https://pitchfork.com/features/familymatters/a-conversation-with-cuco-and-his-
	-
	-


	TR
	parents-about-the-joys-and-perils-ofsudden-stardom/ • Pirani, Cenan. (2018). The New Punks of Los Angeles. New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/03/style/ new-punks-los-angeles.html • 50 songs for a new LA https://www.latimes.com/projects/la-songsbest-new-music/ • Supplemental Reading: o When Our Kids Own America, NPR https://apps.npr.org/codeswitchchanging-races/ o The New Generation of LA Rap Is Changing Everything by Torii MacAdams https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/b jqnna/the-new-generation-o
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Week 16 
	Week 16 
	12/14/20 No Class – Reading Day 12/15/20 Final Exams Begin 
	Final Exam Due Date TBA 




	Course Materials 
	Course Materials 
	Required Books & Materials 
	Required Books & Materials 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Chang, Jeff. (2005). Can’t Stop Won’t Stop. St Picador. 

	● 
	● 
	All other course readings and materials can be found on NYU Classes, NYU Libraries (digital/online) or via links in the syllabus. 



	Resources 
	Resources 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Access your course materials: ) 
	NYU Classes 
	(nyu.edu/its/classes


	● 
	● 
	Databases, journal articles, and more
	: Bobst Library (library.nyu.edu) 


	● 
	● 
	Assistance with strengthening your writing: 
	NYU Writing Center 
	(nyu.mywconline.com) 


	● 
	● 
	Obtain 24/7 technology assistance: ) 
	IT Help Desk 
	(nyu.edu/it/servicedesk





	Course Policies 
	Course Policies 
	Hygiene/Physical Distancing policies 
	Hygiene/Physical Distancing policies 
	● For in-person classes, students will be assigned/choose a seat on the first day of class. For NYU COVID-19 Safety protocols, please use the same seat for the duration of the semester. 
	Attendance and Tardiness 
	Attendance and Tardiness 
	Studying at Global Academic Centers is an academically intensive and immersive experience, in which students from a wide range of backgrounds exchange ideas in discussion-based seminars. Learning in such an environment depends on the active participation of all students. And since classes typically meet once or twice a week, even a single absence can cause a student to miss a significant portion of a course. To ensure the integrity of this academic experience, class attendance at the centers, or online thro
	Please note that for classes involving a field trip or other external visit, transportation difficulties are never grounds for an excused absence. It is the student’s responsibility to arrive at the announced meeting point in a punctual and timely fashion. Staff members may always be reached by cell phone for advice regarding public transportation. 


	Classroom Etiquette/Expectations 
	Classroom Etiquette/Expectations 
	Things to consider: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Please be mindful of your microphone and video display during synchronous class meetings. Ambient noise and some visual images may disrupt class time for you and your peers. 

	● 
	● 
	If you are not using your cell phone to follow the lesson, cell phones should be turned off or in silent mode during class time. 

	● 
	● 
	If deemed necessary by the study away site (i.e. COVID related need), synchronous class sessions may be recorded and archived for other students to view. This will be announced at the beginning of class time. 

	● 
	● 
	Consider using the chat function or “raise hand” function in order to add your voice to class discussions especially if leaving the video on presents challenges. 


	Discussion Norms 
	Discussion Norms 
	The readings and subjects explored in this class may address sensitive subjects and emotionally charged issues. It is important that in class discussions students follow basic discussion norms. 
	Respect and Compassion 
	Respect and Compassion 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Listen respectfully, actively and attentively—without interrupting 

	• 
	• 
	Make no assumptions about others 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	It is okay to disagree with a classmate. Still make sure to: 

	o Proceed respectfully and with empathy, after listening carefully; Use a respectful tone 

	• 
	• 
	Be conscious of both verbal (inflammatory language, put-downs (even humorous), name-calling or character attacks) and non-verbal communication 


	Constructiveness 
	Constructiveness 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Build on one another’s comments; work toward shared understanding 

	• 
	• 
	Think before you speak—engage with and process ideas before contributing 

	• 
	• 
	Understand that even objections can often be cast in a constructive way (ex. address the statement, not the person) 

	• 
	• 
	Support claims, assertations and statements. Use evidence whenever possible, and provide a rationale. Acknowledge when speaking from personal experience. 

	• 
	• 
	Ask clarifying questions 

	• 
	• 
	Recognize that your voice matters (don’t be afraid to speak up), but make sure to let your classmates contribute and avoid dominating the discussion 


	Inclusivity 
	Inclusivity 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Recognize and remember that we have different backgrounds 

	• 
	• 
	It’s always okay to ask questions you think may be unsophisticated or uninformed 

	• 
	• 
	Know that it’s okay to be emotional about issues and to name those emotions 

	• 
	• 
	If you are offended or uncomfortable (or think someone else might be) by anything said during discussion, acknowledge it immediately, so that we may constructively and respectfully assess what was said together 

	• 
	• 
	Treat what is said in class as confidential, to allow for an atmosphere of open, honest exchange. Honor the fact that your classmates may share personal experiences by not repeating them outside of class 

	• 
	• 
	Consider who gets left out, who is marginalized, under-represented, or erased by particular claims. So, for example, one could say, “That’s an image of an ideal family,” or one could say, “That may be an image of an ideal family for many middle-class white heterosexuals.” 

	• 
	• 
	Be careful about putting other students on the spot. Do not demand that others speak for a group that you perceive them to represent 



	Final Exams 
	Final Exams 
	Final exams must be submitted/taken at their designated times. Should there be a conflict between final exams, please bring it to the attention of the NYU LA academic representative as soon as this is known to facilitate alternate arrangements. Final exams may not be taken early, and students should not plan to leave the site before the end of the finals period. 

	Late Assignment 
	Late Assignment 
	1) Written work due in class must be submitted during the class time to the Professor. 
	2) Late work should be submitted as soon as it is completed and an email sent to the Professsor. 
	3) Late work will be reduced for a fraction of a letter grade (e.g., A to A-, A-to B+, etc.) for every day it is late, including weekends. 
	4) Written work during the semester that is submitted 5 days after the submission date (including weekends) without an agreed extension fails and is given a zero. 
	5) Students who miss an exam (including the final) without previously arranged permission will receive a zero on that exam. 
	6) Assignments due during finals week that are submitted more than 3 days without previously arranged extensions will not be accepted and will receive a zero. Any exceptions or extensions for work during finals week must be discussed with the Site Director. 

	Incomplete Grade Policy 
	Incomplete Grade Policy 
	An “incomplete” is a temporary grade that indicates that the student has, for good reason, not completed all of the course work. This grade is not awarded automatically nor is it guaranteed; rather, the student must ask the instructor for a grade of “incomplete,” present documented evidence of illness, an emergency, or other compelling circumstances, and clarify the remaining course requirements with the instructor. 
	In order for a grade of “incomplete” to be registered on the transcript, the student must fill out a form, in collaboration with the course instructor and the academic administration at the site; it should then be submitted to the site’s academic office. The submitted form must include a deadline by which the missing work will be completed. This deadline may not be later than the end of the following semester. 

	Academic Honesty/Plagiarism 
	Academic Honesty/Plagiarism 
	As the University's policy on "" states: "At NYU, a commitment to excellence, fairness, honesty, and respect within and outside the classroom is essential to maintaining the integrity of our community. By accepting membership in this community, students take responsibility for demonstrating these values in their own conduct 
	Academic Integrity for Students at NYU

	and for recognizing and supporting these values in others." Students at Global Academic Centers must follow the University and school policies. 
	and for recognizing and supporting these values in others." Students at Global Academic Centers must follow the University and school policies. 
	The presentation of another person’s words, ideas, judgment, images, or data as though they were your own, whether intentionally or unintentionally, constitutes an act of plagiarism. 
	NYU LA takes plagiarism very seriously; penalties follow and may exceed those set out by your home school. All your written work must be submitted as a hard copy (for in-person classes) and in electronic form to the lecturer. Your lecturer may ask you to sign a declaration of authorship form. 
	It is also an offense to submit work for assignments from two different courses that is substantially the same (be it oral presentations or written work). If there is an overlap of the subject of your assignment with one that you produced for another course (either in the current or any previous semester), you MUST inform your professor. 
	For guidelines on academic honesty, clarification of the definition of plagiarism, examples of procedures and sanctions, and resources to support proper citation, please see: 
	NYU Academic Integrity Policies and Guidelines 
	NYU Academic Integrity Policies and Guidelines 

	NYU Library Guides 
	NYU Library Guides 



	Religious Observances 
	Religious Observances 
	Students observing a religious holiday during regularly scheduled class time are entitled to miss class without any penalty to their grade. This is for the holiday only and does not include the days of travel that may come before and/or after the holiday. 
	Students must notify their professor and the local Academics team in writing via email at least 7 days before being absent for this purpose. 

	Inclusion, Diversity, Belonging and Equity 
	Inclusion, Diversity, Belonging and Equity 
	NYU is committed to building a culture that respects and embraces diversity, inclusion, and equity, believing that these values – in all their facets – are, as President Andrew Hamilton has said, “...not only important to cherish for their own sake, but because they are also vital for advancing knowledge, sparking innovation, and creating sustainable communities.” At NYU Los Angeles, we are committed to creating a learning environment that: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	fosters intellectual inquiry, research, and artistic practices that respectfully and rigorously take account of a wide range of opinions, perspectives, and experiences; and 

	• 
	• 
	promotes an inclusive community in which diversity is valued and every member feels they have a rightful place, is welcome and respected, and is supported in their endeavours. 



	Moses Accommodations Statement 
	Moses Accommodations Statement 
	Academic accommodations are available for students with documented and registered disabilities. Please contact the Moses Center for Student Accessibility (+1 212-998-4980 or ) for further information. Students who are requesting academic accommodations are advised to reach out to the Moses Center as early as possible in the semester for assistance. Accommodations for this course are managed through the site sponsoring the class once you request it. 
	mosescsd@nyu.edu


	Stress Management 
	Stress Management 
	Students are under a lot of pressure, particularly in this current moment. If you start to feel overwhelmed, it is important that you reach out for help. Do not hesitate to contact your instructor if you are struggling – they are here to help you have a productive semester and can guide you toward the necessary resources. 

	Food and Housing Security 
	Food and Housing Security 
	Any student who has difficulty affording groceries or accessing food to eat, or who lacks a safe and stable place to live, and believes this may affect their performance in the course, is urged to contact the Los Angeles program staff. If you have any questions or concerns do not hesitate to raise them with your Professor directly. No student should have to worry about food, lack of safe housing, eviction or couch surfing when school is already stressful enough. 

	About Your Instructor 
	About Your Instructor 
	Rebecca Lee Johnson is a scholar, practitioner and songwriter who works at the intersection of academia and industry. She earned her Ph.D. from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism. She additionally holds a B.A. in Communication from USC (with a double minor in Music Recording and Advertising). Her research focuses on popular music, the media/cultural industries, promotional culture, and cultural work in the digital age, with a particular emphasis on the 






